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Property Information

Days and Hours of Operation

Days Open for Business (Projected)

All information in this section must follow specific requirements as outlined in Utah Administrative Rule: Cannabis Cultivation
(R68-27), Cannabis Processing (R68-28), Quality Assurance Testing on Cannabis (R68-29), and/or Independent Cannabis Testing
Laboratory (R68-30) as applicable to the license type you are seeking.

List total indoor square footage; grow square footage and outdoor acreage for each cultivation location.

If the cannabis grow is still at a temporary facility please include the following:
a. Temporary Grow Address.
b. Timeline to have a permanent facility procured, equipped, and operational.

Submit for Company’s Current Indoor Cannabis Cultivation Facility: A Blueprint with:
1. The square footage of the areas where cannabis is to be grown;
2. The total number of grow lights per room;
3. The square footage of the areas where cannabis is to be harvested;
4. The areas where cannabis is to be dried, trimmed, and cured;
5. The square footage of the areas where cannabis is to be packaged for wholesale;
6. The total square footage of the cultivation facility;
7. The square footage and location of areas to be used as storerooms;
8. The location of the toilet facilities and hand washing facilities;
9. The location of a break room and location of personal belonging lockers;
10. The location of the areas to be used for loading and unloading of cannabis products for transportation; and
11. The location of all cameras and external lights.

Submit for outdoor cannabis cultivation a detailed aerial photograph image with:
1. Area of separate grow area;
2. Note the area where cannabis is to be propagated;
3. The area where cannabis is to be grown;
4. The area where cannabis will be dried, trimmed, and cured (if applicable);
5. The placement of outdoor cameras; and
6.The placement of all external lights.

Monthly production estimations for the next year. This should include an outline of grow cycles and monthly biomass
estimates after drying and curing. (Table Format)

List of all FERTILIZER(S) used by the cultivation facility and an overview of application rates for each state of the grow
cycle.

List all PESTICIDE(S) used by the cultivation facility and an overview of application rates.

Outline the timeline and procedure for the facility to Harvest, Dry, Trim, and Cure each Harvest Lot.

Provide the medical cannabis cultivation facility’s written plan and procedures to handle potential recalls and destruction of
cannabis because of contamination in accordance to R68-27-11 Recall Protocol.

Compliance






